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RENNER ITALIA’S WOODEN FLOOR COATINGS

Product name : SOLID2K

XD 5200

Description
Solid 2k is the hardener for Solid range water-based coatings for wooden ﬂoors.
Version
XD 5200 Solid 2k
Application possibilities
It can be used in compound with Solid range water-based coatings for interior and exterior.
Peculiarities
It is isocyanate aliphatic resin-based and it does not yellow out. It produces a chemical reaction with coating resins
improving considerably their foot traﬃc resistance properties along with the surface chemical and physical resistance.
Application instructions
Read the technical sheets of the speciﬁc products.
Product preparation
Ready to use
Chemical and physical characteristics at 23° C
Appearance
Clear transparent liquid
Colour
From transparent to straw-coloured
Application instructions
Add a quantity of product according to product speciﬁcations: add Solid 2k while stirring and mixing vigorously for
one minute.
Catalysis
The addition of the Solid 2k hardener inside the product generates a chemical reaction. After the addition, apply it
within 4 hours maximum (3 hours during summer). Read the technical sheets of the speciﬁc products before
application.
Tools cleaning
Clean every tool immediately after use. Solid 2k can be easily removed (if not already dried) with any acetone-based
solvent.
Storage
The product reacts with moisture. It should be exposed to the air only for the minimum time necessary. Keep
container tightly closed after use.
Waste disposal
The exceeding and useless material must be disposed of as special waste. Do not empty into drains.
Personal protective equipment
Wear protective rubber, latex or polyethylene gloves. It can release in the air small amounts of solvent. Please,
ventilate the room during the application.
Package
0,5 L bottles.
Storage
The product keeps inhaltered its characteristics throughout 18 months if stored inside its original package, tightly
closed, at 23° C. Do not store in damp or wet places at temperatures exceeding 35° C.
Packaging recycling
The plastic package must be recycled in the right dumper or recycling point (according to the municipal garbage
collection). Please, check that the package is empty and dry, with the minimum possible product quantity inside.
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Warnings
Data and information inside this Technical Sheet represent our current best knowledge and experiences and cannot be used as a warranty due to the
diversity of materials existing on the market and the difficult monitoring of application conditions.
The final user must check if the product corresponds to his own needs in relation to application tools, supports and environmental conditions of
application and drying. In any case, Renner Italia S.p.A. guarantees the constant quality of its products. Renner Italia S.p.A. reserves the right to modify
and update this technical sheet according to its own needs. Customers shall verify to own the updated version of this sheet.
CAREFULLY READ AND UNDERSTAND THIS TECHNICAL SHEET BEFORE USING THE PRODUCT
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